Abstract

Despite federated learning endows distributed clients with a cooperative training mode under the premise of protecting data privacy and security, the clients are still vulnerable when encountering adversarial samples due to the lack of robustness. The adversarial samples can confuse and cheat the client models to achieve malicious purposes via injecting elaborate noise into normal input. In this paper, we introduce a novel Ensemble Federated Adversarial Training Method, termed as EFAT, that enables an efficacious and robust coupled training mechanism. Our core idea is to enhance the diversity of adversarial examples through expanding training data with different disturbances generated from other participating clients, which helps adversarial training perform well in Non-IID settings. Experimental results on different Non-IID situations, including feature distribution skew and label distribution skew, show that our proposed method achieves promising results compared with solely combining federated learning with adversarial approaches.

Contributions

We propose the Ensemble Federated Adversarial Training (EFAT) method to improve the robustness of models against black-box attacks with non-IID training data by taking advantage of improving adversarial data diversity between models from distributed clients.

- We explore the impact of adversarial training on the federated training paradigm and find it plays an important role. To this end, we develop a novel ensemble federated adversarial training (EFAT) methodology by incorporating adversarial examples generated by other clients’ models to improve each client’s robustness.
- Building on the above insight, we demonstrate our methodology’s effectiveness and robustness against black-box attacks during inference-time on two kinds of Non-IID settings, including feature distribution skew and label distribution skew. The evaluation result shows that EFAT reaches higher adversarial accuracy on both Digit-Five and CIFAR10 than baseline.

Experiments

We use Digit-Five datasets as feature distribution skew datasets, which is a collection of five benchmarks for digit recognition and construct a labeled distributed skew dataset based on CIFAR10 by using the Dirichlet distribution. The value of $\gamma$ controls the degree of non-i.i.d.-ness.

The results of experiments show that compared with the models only trained locally with their own adversarial examples (baseline), EFAT, ENF, and ENF+AT trained with exchange public data reach higher accuracy against attacks. It is because in the setting of feature distribution skew, expanding training data from different clients’ models increases the diversity of training data distribution, which helps improve the robustness of models.

Conclusion

In this paper we present a novel ensemble federated adversarial training method, termed as EFAT, to improve the robustness of models against black-box attacks in federated learning. The proposed method enhances the diversity of adversarial examples through expanding training data with perturbations generated from other participating clients. Experiment results on both Digit-Five and CIFAR10 in IID and Non-IID settings show that our method significantly improves the robustness and accuracy contrasted with the intuitive federated adversarial training method and the other two variants of EFAT.